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Carnage at the airfield as N5478V plowed its
way to a stop.

Bent N5478V after its out-of-control arrival.
As can be seen, damage was extensive.

When landing or taking off, a P-51 has a tremendous
amount of kinetic energy — the energy that an object
possesses due to its motion.  On 5 September 1967,

pilot Gary Levitz was attempting to land P-51D 44-73534/
N5478V at Pottstown Municipal Airport in Pennsylvania. The
operative word is “attempting.” The pilot bounced the aircraft
on his first touchdown and this led to a series of ever-increasing
bounces until the Mustang was well-and-truly out of control.

Spectators standing on the ramp to watch the Mustang scat-
tered as the P-51D departed the runway, began hitting runway
lights, aircraft, signs, and a hangar. When all was said and done,

the airport looked like a war zone with
destroyed and heavily damaged general
aviation aircraft scattered about and a

crumbled N5478V at rest on the tarmac after the gear collapsed. 
It was a wild ride, but the good part was that no one was

injured — except for perhaps the pilot’s ego. And of the
Mustang? Even by today’s liberal rebuilding standards, it was
heavily damaged. The wing was separated from the fuselage —
mangled and broken. The prop and Merlin were done and even
the fuselage was severely tweaked. 

The FAA noted the aircraft as “damaged beyond repair” and
listed the cause for the accident as “improper recovery from
bounced landing.” Fortunately, even 50-years ago, heavily dam-
aged Mustangs were rarely scrapped. N5478V was disassembled
and stored. Oddly, a few months before this accident — on 16
March 1967 — Mickey Rupp was on a cross-country flight in 
P-51D 44-72844/N6175C when he experienced problems with the
Merlin and this led to a forced landing near Clermont, Georgia.
Once again, the plane was listed as “damaged beyond repair.”

The parts from these two aircraft shuffled around through differ-
ent owners when the decision was finally made to create a new
Mustang using the identity of N6175C. The restoration also utilized
parts/components from 44-74829/N169MD and 44-73822/
N5484V. The rebuilt N6175C flew again in the mid-
1970s and went through three more accidents! Today,
it is maintained in beautiful condition and operated as
N514DK from Van Nuys Airport. This single aircraft 
illustrates just how convoluted Mustang histories 
can become.    MI
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